
Anatomy. The anthropological features of Armenian and Assyrian 
(Aissori) women. By C. U. ARIËNS KAPPERS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 25. 1933). 

Exact measurements concerning the women in the Near~East are rare. 
The anthropological statements usually concern men. a fact to be explained 
by the difficulty anthropologists meet in approaching the females. 

This holds good especially for the Moslim population. But also for the 
Christian population of these regions anthropological data of females are few. 

From this rule an exception is made by the work of Prof. and Mrs. 
KRISCHNER 1). who contributed so much to our knowledge of the Near~ 
East. including the females . 

Among the papers left by the late Prof. H. KRISCHNER is a dossier con~ 
taining the various soma tic measurements of more than two hundred Arme~ 
nian women. 

The data registered for each are: age. height. sitting height. the breadth. 
length and heigth of the head. height and breadth of the nose. breadth and 
length of the ear. breadth and length of the face and the internal and exter~ 
nal eye distances. all together the largest series of data ever measured on 
women of this race. 

In addition Prof. KRISCHNER registered the same data for 37 Armenian 
males and , - which is important -. for fifteen female Assyrians (Aissori 
or Suriani) . -

As Mrs. M. KRISCHNER put these data to my disposal I am giving the 
result of this work in the following pages. 

Hitherto data concerning Armenian females are only given by CHANTRE 2). who 
examined forty four Armenian women. KAPPERS gave us the average headmeasurements 
of 39 females. while the KRISCHNERS themselves reported the lengthbreadth indices of 
43 North Persian Armenian women and 64 female Armenians hom New~Julfa and Isphahan 
(I.c. supra) . 

Whether or not in TWARIANOWITSCH's dissertation 3) or in ERIKSON's work 4) data 
concerning women occur, I do not knowas their work was not available to me. 

1) The anthropology of Mesopotamia and Persia A .: Armenians, Khaldeans. Suriani 
(or Aissori) and Christian "Arabs" from Irak. B. : Jesidis and Moslim Arabs from Irak 
with some remarks on Kurds and Jews. c. : The anthropology of Persia. Proceedings of 
the Kon. Ak. v. Wetenseh. Amsterdam. Vol. 35. 1932, p. 205-227 and p. 399-410. 

2) CHANTRE. Recherches anthropologiques dans rAsie occidentale. Mém. du Museum 
d'histoire naturelle de Lyon. Tome VI. 1895. 

3) Materialien für die Anthropologie der Armenier. Dissertation of the military medical 
Academy of St. Petersburg. N°. 57. 1897. 

4) ZUl' Anthropologie der Armenier. Russ. Anthrop. Journ. NO. 3-4. 1907. 
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In fig. 1 I give the curve of the Armenian women measured by Dr. H . 
K RISCHNER in Beirut. 

This curve is an in teresting one, first of all since it shows the usual 
Armenian peaks of 83 and 86- 87, so constantly found especially with 
Armenian males. This again enhances the probability that these peaks have 
a racial and hereditary meaning. 

It is, however , curious that , whereas in the curves of the Armenian 
women hither to measured, as weIl by Prof. and Mrs. K RISCHNER them~ 

selves as by CHANTRE and K APPERS, the subbrachycephalic (83) peak 
prevailed on the hyperbrachycephalic one (86-87), with the group of 
women measured at Beirut. both peaks are about the same, the latter being 
even slightly higher , as more commonly found with men. 

This fact is the more striking, as in the Beirut curve, in addition to the 
hyperbrachycephalic 86- 87 peak, there is an ultra~brachycephalic peak 
at 90. 
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F ig. I. Continuous (jne : cephalic index curve of 210 Armenian woman measured by 

Prof, H. KRISCHNER a t Beirut . Dotted (jne : indexcurve of those women that only had 

20 years of age or less. 
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The occurence of the latter peak is the more interesting as it is not 
present among the Armenian females examined by the KRISCHNERS in 
Persia. nor among the females of CHANTRE measured in the Caucasus 
chiefly. 

The greater frequency of hyperbrachycephaly (86-87 index) as weIl 
as the frequent occurence of ultrabrachycephaly (90 index) among th is 
material points to Anatolian influences. It is especially with the population 
of Anatolia (Asiatic Turkey) that hyperbrachycephaly prevails (with men 
as weil as with women) as appears from VON LUSC HAN 'S 1) and KAPPERS' 2) 
Turkish curves. in which the 86-87 peak is by far the most outstanding 
one. Nevertheless even in these Turkish curves there are only very few 
ultrabrachycephalic (90) indices. 

With another group of the Anatolian population. however. the 90 index 
was found to be very frequent . viz . with the .. Greeks" measured by 
NEOPHYTOS 3) at Kerasun on the South-Eastern coast of the Black Sea. 
Making a curve of the individual indices published by NEOPHYTOS (fig. 2) 
it appears that also here (in addition to the brachycephalic peak) a distinct 
ultrabrachycephalic (90) peak occurs. 

Although the .. Greeks" measured by NEOPHYTOS were men . this curve 
nevertheless shows that in the Eastern corner of Anatolia a good many 
ultrabrachycephalics occur. 

That these individuals called themselves Greeks. proves Iittle about their racial origin. 
since the Greek lang ua ge and church have domina ted so long in the Byzantine period. and 
also la ter. that there are certainly a great many original Anatolians among the "Greeks" 
of this region. 

In connection with this fact it is interesting to no te that the majority of 
the Armenians living at the present time in Beirut do not come from the 
Caucasus. Mesopotamia or Persia. but from Anatolia. whence they fled 
for the Turkish prosecutions. Whether their Anatolian origin or another 
factor 4) (undersized growth? see below) is responsible for the large 
number of ultrabrachycephalics amongst them is difficult to say. 

So much is sure these high indices do not agree with CHANTRE'S theory 
concerning the influence of the cradle on the Armenian index. As mentio
ned elsewhere this au thor was inclined to explain the somewhat smaller 
average index of his Armenian females. compared with his Armenian males 
by supposing that the Armenian cradle 5) favored brachycephaly and that 

1) VON LUSC HAN . Völker. Rassen und Sprachen. Berl4n 1922. p. 147. 
2) KAPPERS. Contributions to the Anthropology of the Near-East NO. VI : Turks 

and Greeks. These Procecdings V ol. 34. 1931. p . 1088 and fig. 1. 
3) NEOPHYTOS. Le Grèc du Nord-Est de I'Asie mineure . I'Anthropologie. Tome 11. 

1891. p. 25 . 
4) The age factor is not responsible for it as the women o f 20 years a nd less do not 

show this more than the others (c.f. the dotted line in fig . 1). 

:i) In this cradJe. o f which I saw a specimen used in Aleppo. the child is more or less 
fixed. the head Iying on the occiput. 
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the higher average cephalic index of the Armenian men were due to a 
more rigid application of th is cradle with boys than with girls. This point 
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Pig. 2. Cephalic index of li2 "Greeks" measured by Neophytos at Kerasun 
in N . E. Anatolia. 

of view, against which I advanced a number of arguments, now faBs enti
rely, since it would be strange if in the Caucasus and North-Persia cradling 
were more rigidly practised with boys and in Anatolia with girls. 

The natural explanation of the indicial differences is more likely to be 
sought for in other factors, especially in various ra cia 1 admixtures. 

In connection w ith this possibility I also refer to DJAwAcHIscHwILI"s in-
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teresting paper 1) where he says: "es ist möglich, dass es Unterschiede 
zwischen den Armeniern Armeniens, Georgiens und der Turkei gibt. dass 
ferner die Armenische Gruppe mehrere Typen enthält. " 

That the ultrabrachycephalic element forms a special group seems to be 
confirmed by the other indices measured by Dr. KRISCHNER with these wo
men, the nasal index, the anatomical facial index, the transverse cephalo
facial index, stature and sitting height. 

The nasal index shows great individual variations. Calculating the ave
rage index of each of the four groups of cephalic indices separated by the 
vertical lines in figure I, it appears that the average nasal index tends to 
increase with the larger cephalic index group. With the 81 and lower ce
phalic index group the average nasal index is 58.3, with the 82, 83, 84 
cephalic index group it is 62.4, with the 85, 86, 87 group it is 64,4 and 
with the 88 and higher cephalic index group it is 65.2.-

Considering the two middle groups as typical Armenian, the average 
female Armenian nasal index would be 63.4 (the average for 43 females 
examined by CHANTRE was 66.0). -

With the anatomical facial index it appears that individual variations in 
each of the groups are greater than with the nasal index. 

The averages, however, approach each other more than with the nasal index. The 
average anatomical facial index of individu als with a cephalic index of 81 and less is 
87,8 ; for the 82,83 and 84 group it is 87,2; and for the 85, 86, 87 peak 86.6. while for the 
cephalic indices of 88 and higher it is 85.9. The variations in the anatomical facial index 
in each group, however, are too great to attach much importance to these average 
figures. Taking again the two middle groups as typical Armenian this would give an 
average fe male facial index of 86,9 2). 

There is some more correlation between the length-breadth index of the 
head and the transverse cephalo-facial index. 

For the 81 and lower cephalic index group the average transverse ce
phalo-facial index is 91, with the 82, 83, 84 cephalic index group it is 
88.3, with the 85, 86, 87 group it is 87.7 and with the 88 and higher index 
group it is 86.5. Taking again the two middle groups together this would 
give an average female transverse cephalo-facial index of 88.0. -

Comparing cephalic index and body height and leaving out the cephalic 
index group of 80 and less (as these indices are certainly not characteristic 
of Armenians), calculating only the (81),82,83, 84, the 85, 86, 87 and the 
88 and higher index groups, it appears that the two first named groups 
have about the same average height (153 cm, -+- 0.419) 3), while the group 
with indices of 88 and higher are slightly smaller people (151.9 cm.). 

1) DjAWACHISCHWILI. Die Rassenzusammensetzung der Kaukasusvölker. Archiv. f. 
Anthropologie. Bnd. XX 1925, p . 77 (especially p. 801) . 

2) The average facial index found by CHANTRE in his Armenian fe mal es differs from 
th is (J03,1), but th is author measured the index in a different way. 

3) CHANTRE found exactly the same average height for his females . 
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This is more obvious if I calculate the averages for same indices only. 
For the 81 cephalic index the average stature is 155.3, for the 83-84 group 
J 52.9, for the 86-87 group 152.65 and for the 90 index only 151 .1 cm 
With the indices of 93 and higher the average bodyheight is even some
what under 150 cm. 

The same holds good for the sitting height . For the 83-87 index group 
the average sitting height is 82.2 cm., but for the 90 cephalic index peak 
it is only 81.2 cm. Although this agrees with the results obtained by 
PITTARD and DON IC I 1), the correlation coeffieient, calculated according to 
the formula of BRAVAlS is too small (0.06) to speak of a " law" in this case. 

The fact that with the groups 81-84 and 85-88, representing the spe
eific Armenian peaks, the average body and sitting height are nearly the 
same, is in favour of the doser relationship between these two groups. 

I finally mention the average earlength: 5.99 cm. in these Armenian women 
(CHANTRE 'S women 5.3 cm . ) . In the men registered by Prof. KRlSCHNER it 
is 6.71 cm. 
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Fig . 3. Continuous line = cephalic index curve of 75 Aissori wamen . Dotted 
line the same + the indices of 34 Aissori males. 

In the same dossier left by Prof. KRlSCHNER there are complete cephalic 
and somatic data concerning fifteen Assyrian women. Although this num
ber is smalI , their cephalic indices together with the cephalic indices of 

I) PITTARD. l1nfluence de la taille sur llndice céphalique dans une groupe ethnique 
relativement pur. Bull. Soc. d'Anthropologie de Paris 1905 and PITTARD et DONICI: Les 
changements de llndice céphalique en fonction de la taille croissante. Ibidem 1927. 
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Aissori women published before by Prof. and Mrs. KRISCHNER give us a 
total of 58 female Assyrian indices. 

In fig. 3 I reproduce these indices, adding a few female Aissori indices 
measured by CHANTRE and KAPPERS. From this it appears that the Aissori 
curve shows a paralellism to the curve of the female Armenian indices if 
we leave out of consideration the ultra-brachycephalics female Armenians 
discussed above. This again proves the close relation existing between these 
ethnic groups, a fact also emphasised bij DJAWACHISCHWILI (l.c. supra) and 
the KRI SCHNERS, and confirmed by PARR'S 1) researches on the blood index 
of these groups (Armenians 2.31 , Assyrians 2.19). 

The average body height of the IS Aissori women, mentioned by Prof. 
KRI SCHN ER in 154.1 cm. (i .e . 1.1 cm. higher than with the Armenian wo
men), the average cephalic index is 84.8 , the average transverse cephalo
facial index is 90.3 , the anatomical facial index 85.6, the nasal index 65 .2, 
sitting height 82.1 cm., earlength 6.09 cm. 

The joint table shows all the averages found: 

Group I L. br. index I S . H.' B d h I'T f . I A' . f . I Nasa!. I Ear 
o Y . I ransv. c . . 1'1 nae. ac . I. I i. I lenllth 

Armen . <;' / 85.2±o .36 1 82 .2 1 153 cm. I 88 .0 ! 86.9 1 63.4 15.99 cm. 

Assyr. 'Z 184 . 8 1
82 . 1 I ISi.lcm.! 90.3 I 8S.6 16s.2 !6.o9cm. 

Resuming our results concerning the Armenian women measured at 
Beirut by Dr. KRISCHNER we may say that with these women the sub
brachycephalic as weil as the hyperbrachycephalic indices , so characteristic 
of Armenian males , occur. In addition , an index of 90 is very frequent. The 
correlation with the other soma tic features makes it probable that the 
ultrabrachycephalic 90 index people is a special group. Excepting the ultra
brachycephalic indices analogous relations are found :1 ) with the Assyrian 
women measured by the same author. The same resemblance existing 
between the Armenian and Assyrian males , the relations with both sexes 
point to a common origin of the Armenians and Aissori . 

The stock from which both peoples originate is the Subarean or Ponto
za grian stock (E. SPElSE R 2) , to which the proto-Armenians (Hittites) and 
probably the ma jority of the ancient Assyrians belong. 

Of the anthropological status of the Hittites and ancient Assyrians little 
is known since hitherto no skulls of these peoples are found with certainty. 

1) PARR. Die Blutgruppenverteilung in der Bevölkerung des nahen Ostens und 
Nord-Afrika. Ukrainisches Zentralblatt für Blutgruppenforschung, Bnd. 4, 1930, und 
PARR Blood studies on people in W estern Asia a nd North Africa. Amer. Journ. of Physi
cal Anthropology , Vo!. 16. 1931. 

2) E. SPElSER. Mesopotomian Origins. University of Pennsylvania Press. 1930. 

20 
Proceedings Royal A cad. Amsterdam. V ol. XXXVI. 1933. 
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The only way to know something about their somatic, especially cephalic 
features is to study ancient sculptures and mural engravings. 

As far as concerns the Hittites I have already pointed out in these 
Proceedings Vol. 33, 1930, the resemblance between the Armenian males 
and Hittite warriors captured by Ramses the Great and represented at 
Medinet Habu . It is much more difficult to find representations of Hittite 
and Assyrian women. In the adjoining plates 1 give what I have been able 
to find , adding some Armenian women and men for compari.son. 

This plate clearly shows that all the people represented here is 
characteristic by the postauricular shortness of the head, the strong, 
frequently curved nose , pronounced chin , large eyes and ears and strong 
lips. In the most ancient Hittite pictures (second row) some of these 
features are even considerably charged, th us producing the wellknown 
bird head type, so characteristic of this ethnic group, as already emphasized 
by H ÜSING 1) and OPPENHEIM 2). 

In a former paper 3) I stated that, according to my opinion the Armenians 
and Assyrians are not the only representatives of th is stock, but that the 
Northern or Ashkenazim Jews (c.f. also VON LUSCHAN) and the Kohtan 
Arabs (c.f . also SELIGMAN) mayalso be related to it, especially to the 
subbrachycephalic component of this group (the hyperbrachycephalic 
component being more frequent among the Anatolians). -

As shown before the Sephardim or Southern Jews represent much more 
a Canaanite-Phoenician (= Asiatic mediterranean) type. As the Sephar
dim Jews are supposed to be related to the Southern tribes (Judah and 
Benjamin) this result would agree with Prof. ROBINSON'S 4) conception 
that the tribe of Judah was strongly mixed with Canaanites. This also 
appears from the fact that the semitic skulls which MACALISTER 5) found at 
Gezer in Judea, and dating from about 2500-550 B.C. are mesocephalic, 
mixed with dolichocephalics of probably Egyptian origin. The outstanding 
77 peak of the Gezer cranial index curve is distinctly Phoenician i.e. 
Canaanite. Similarly of the six skulls of the second and first century B.C. 
found near Jerusalem, four of which by BRANDENBURG 6) (described 
by H. VIRCHOW 7)), and two by HENCKEL 8), three are mesocephalic, 

1) HÜSIN O. Völkerschichten in Iran . Mitteil. der Anthrop. GeselIseh. in Wien . 
Bnd.44, 1916. 

2) VON QpPENHEIM . Der Teil Hala f. Brockhaus, Leipzig, 1931. 
3) These Proceed. Vol. 34, 1931. 
4) ROBINSON. The origin of the tribe of Judah. Amicitiae Corolla. A volume of 

Essays presented to Dr. J. R ENDEL HARRIS. Univ. of London. Press 1933, see also : The 
same: Actes du XVIII Congrès international des orientalistes, Brilt Leyden, 1932. 

5) MACALISTER. The excavation of Gezer, Vol. I. p. 60, published for the committee 
of the Palestine exploration fund, London, 1912. 

8) BRANDENBURO's report of his findings is given in the Zeitschr. f. Ethnologie, 1924. 
7) H . VmCHOW 's description of BRANDENBURO's skulls is found in the Zeitschr. f. 

Ethnologie Jhrg. 60, 1928, p. 154. 
8) For the description of two skulls found by HENCKEL see Zeitschr. für Morphologie 

und Anthropologie 1930, p . 236. 



c. U. ARIËNS KAPPERS : T II I" ANTHR OPO I.OG ICA I. FI'AT lJ RI':S OF AI~M FN I A0: 
A N I) ASSY I~ I A N ( AI SSO li l ) WOMEN. 

I)rocceding s Ro ya l A cad. Amste rda Ill . V ol. XXX VI. 1933. 
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two dolichocephalic . only one being subbrachycephalic. Though also with 
the present Samaritans the Phoenician-Canaanite type is still in the majo
rity. the number of subbrachycephalics amongst them has considerably 
increased. Since these subbrachycephalics prevail now-a-days in North 
Palestine and in the North-Western desert border eities this seems to prove 
a secundary influx from the North East a ft er the Phoenieian-Canaanite 
migration . Whether th is secondary influx is to be connected with the 
Chabiru or (later) Aramean invasion . or both , cannot be answered with 
certainty at the moment 1), 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE: 

Top mw. From left to right : Armenian woman, Armenian man. H ittite warriors. 
from an engraving a t Medinet H abu. about 1350 B.C. (a fter COWl.EY's Sehweieh lee tu re 
on the Hittites, Oxford University Pre ss. 1920) . 

Seeond row. Left : two Hittite women. from an eng raving on a tomb stt' le from the 
middle of the seeond millen. B.C. near M arash ( from ED. M EYER. Reich und Kultur der 
Chehiter. Berlin 1914). right : Hittite woman on a tomb stele near Senj erli (a f ter 
GARSTANG: The Hittite empire. London 1929) dated about the middle of the second 

millennium. 

Third mw. An Assyrian woman. British museum (from W El.l. 'S Outline of History ) 
between an Armenian male and female. 

Fourth mw. An Assyrian woman (8th cent. B. C. LOU \·RE. Paris) between the front 
and profile portrait of an Armenian woman . 

1) Prof. F. M . TH . BÖHL. Leyden. w rites me tha t according to his Iinguistic-arche
ological studies the Ara means (and probably their Chabiru precursors). coming from the 
North-East via the Da mascene region have wedged into Pales tine between the Northern 
(now S yrian) district and Southern Palestine . This would be in perfect harmony with 
my anthropological results . See a lso BÖHI. Kanaanät' r llnd H ebräe r. Leipzig 1911. p. 14 
and 26. 

Mathematics. - Ueber eme m der Theorie der Funktionen von 
komp/exen Veränderlichen auftretende unitäre Geometrie . 
STEFAN BERGMANN. (Communicated by Prof. J. G. VAN 
CORPUT). 

(Communicated a t the meeting of M arch 25. 1933) . 

z wei 
Von 
DER 

In der Theorie der komplexen Orthogonalfunktionen treten gewisse 
Grössen auE. die bei einer analytischen Transformation des Definitions
gebietes in ein anderes sich wie kovariante Hermitesche Tensoren trans
formieren. Sie definieren also eine unitäre Geometrie. 

Herr SCHOUTEN und Herr VAN DANTZIG haben in einigen bekannten 
Arbeiten die unitären Geometrien in differentialgeometrischer Hinsicht 

20* 


